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WHAT IS DEEP LEARNING

What is the best way to train ‗Big Data‘ algorithms?
Training machines is a ‗hard‘ problem as I will explain ..

How to train a Big Data algorithm?
Start with the Rules and apply them to Data OR Start with the data
and find the rules from the Data
The Top-down approach involved writing enough rules for all possible
circumstances. But this approach is obviously limited by the number
of rules and by its finite rules base.

Bottom up approach: where there are no rules :
a) No models(schema),
b) Linearity(sequence) and hierarchy is not known
c) Non deterministic – output is not known

d) Problem domain is not finite
In contrast – transactional computing is straight forward
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Image and example source: Yoshua Bengio book – Deep Learning

Where are these techniques being used
 Deep learning could help to more accurately predict a patient‘s outcome
from images of his or her cancer.
 Deep learning algorithms can help train computers to pick out potentially
useful drug molecules from hundreds of millions of candidates.

And its coming to mobile phones!

AI – DEEP LEARNING – MACHINE
LEARNING

AI vs. Deep Learning vs. Machine Learning
Before we explore types of AI applications, we need to also discuss the
differences between the three terms AI vs. Deep Learning vs.
Machine Learning.
The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) implies a machine that can
Reason. A more complete list or AI characteristics (source David
Kelnar) is
1.Reasoning: the ability to solve problems through logical deduction
2.Knowledge representation: the ability to represent knowledge
about the world (the understanding that there are certain entities,
events and situations in the world; those elements have properties;
and those elements can be categorized.)
3.Planning: the ability to set and achieve goals (there is a specific
future state of the world that is desirable, and sequences of actions
can be undertaken that will effect progress towards it)
4.Communication: the ability to understand written and spoken
language.
5.Perception: the ability to deduce things about the world from visual
images, sounds and other sensory inputs.

WHAT PROBLEM DOES DEEP
LEARNING ADDRESS

What problem does Deep Learning address?
What is Deep Learning?
The ‗Deep‘ refers to multiple layers. In contrast, many other
machine learning algorithms like SVM are shallow because
they do not have a Deep architecture through multiple
layers.
The
Deep
architecture
allows
subsequent
computations to build upon previous ones. We currently
have deep learning networks with 10+ and even 100+
layers.

The presence of multiple layers allows the network to learn
more abstract features. Thus, the higher layers of the
network can learn more abstract features building on the
inputs from the lower layers. A Deep Learning network can
be seen as a Feature extraction layer with a Classification
layer on top. The power of deep learning is not in its
classification skills, but rather in its feature extraction skills.
Feature extraction is automatic (without human intervention)
and multi-layered.
The network is trained by exposing it to a large number of
labelled examples. Errors are detected and the weights of the
connections between the neurons adjusted to improve
results. The optimization process is repeated to create a
tuned network. Once deployed, unlabeled images can be
assessed based on the tuned network.

Annika Schroder(UBS AG) had an excellent slide on use cases clustered by
financial services activities (Banking: why UBS is interested in AI and other
fintech innovations ANNIKA SCHRÖDER, UBS AG)
Customer Service and Engagement: Conversational Interfaces, Virtual
Advisors, Customer Service, Marketing, Smart Spending, Passion Fields, Client
Segmentation, Sales
Investment and Trading: Investment Strategies, Investment Sentiment
Analysis, Investment Reporting, Quantitative Trading, Investment Research,
Investment Risk Management, Knowledge Platform, A.I. Trading
(Cyber) Risk and Security: Cyber Incident Investigation, Intrusion Prevention
or Detection, Payment Fraud Detection, Authentication, Source Code Scanning,
Data Loss Protection, Surveillance, Forensics
Regulatory and Compliance (RegTech): AML, Compliance Advisory, Rogue
Trading Prevention, Automated Compliance Monitoring, KYC, Contract Due
Diligence, Information Governance
Operations: Recruiting, Spend Analysis, Autonomous Documentation, Credit
Risk, Automated Reporting, Invoice Processing, Vendor Management, IT
Support and Infrastructure Management
Others: Employee Services, Expertise Network, Streamlined Mailing, Core
Banking, Automated Scheduling

THE EVOLUTION OF AI: SIX AREAS OF AI
/ MACHINE LEARNING TO WATCH
CLOSELY(ADAPTED FROM NATHAN
BENAICH)

The ultimate goal of AI, most of us affirm, is to build machines
capable of performing tasks and cognitive functions that are
otherwise only within the scope of human intelligence.
In order to get there, machines must be able to learn these
capabilities automatically instead of having each of them be
explicitly programmed end-to-end.
AI as a technology that isn‘t another 20 years away, but as
something that is impacting their lives today.
Here are six areas of AI that are particularly noteworthy in their
ability to impact the future of digital products and services.

1. Reinforcement learning (RL)
RL is a paradigm for learning by trial-and-error inspired by the way
humans learn new tasks. In a typical RL setup, an agent is tasked
with observing its current state in a digital environment and taking
actions that maximize accrual of a long-term reward it has been set.
The agent receives feedback from the environment as a result of
each action such that it knows whether the action promoted or
hindered its progress.
An RL agent must therefore balance the exploration of its
environment to find optimal strategies of accruing reward with
exploiting the best strategy it has found to achieve the desired goal.
This approach was made popular by Google DeepMind in their work
on Atari games and Go.
An example of RL working in the real world is the task of optimizing
energy efficiency for cooling Google data centers.

An important native advantage of using RL agents in
environments that can be simulated (e.g. video games) is that
training data can be generated in troves and at very low cost.
This is in stark contrast to supervised deep learning tasks that
often require training data that is expensive and difficult to
procure from the real world.
2. Generative models
In contrast to discriminative models that are used for
classification or regression tasks, generative models learn a
probability distribution over training examples.
By sampling from this high-dimensional distribution, generative
models output new examples that are similar to the training
data.
This means, for example, that a generative model trained on
real images of faces can output new synthetic images of similar
faces.

Generative adversarial networks (GANs)
With GANs, there are two neural networks: a generator, which
takes random noise as input and is tasked with synthesizing content
(e.g. an image), and a discriminator, which has learned what real
images look like and is tasked with identifying whether images
created by the generator are real or fake.
Adversarial training can be thought of as a game where the
generator must iteratively learn how to create images from noise
such that the discriminator can no longer distinguish generated
images from real ones.
•Applications: Simulate possible futures of a time-series (e.g.
for planning tasks in reinforcement learning); super-resolution
of
images;
recovering
3D
structure
from
a
2D
image; generalizing from small labeled datasets; tasks where
one input can yield multiple correct outputs (e.g. predicting the
next frame in a vide0; creating natural language in
conversational interfaces (e.g. bots); cryptography; semisupervised learning when not all labels are available; artistic
style transfer; synthesizing music and voice; image in-painting.

3. Networks with memory
In order for AI systems to generalize in diverse real-world
environments just as we do, they must be able to continually learn
new tasks and remember how to perform all of them into the
future.
However, traditional neural networks are typically incapable of
such sequential task learning without forgetting.
It occurs because the weights in a network that are important to
solve for task A are changed when the network is subsequently
trained to solve for task B.
There are, however, several powerful architectures that can endow
neural networks with varying degrees of memory.

These include long-short term memory networks (a recurrent neural
network variant) that are capable of processing and predicting time
series, DeepMind‘s differentiable neural computer that combines neural
networks and memory systems in order to learn from and navigate
complex data structures on their own,
Applications: Learning agents that can generalize to new
environments; robotic arm control tasks; autonomous vehicles; time
series prediction (e.g. financial markets, video, IoT); natural language
understanding and next word prediction.
4. Learning from less data and building smaller models
Deep learning models are notable for requiring enormous amounts of
training data to reach state-of-the-art performance. If we want AI systems
to solve tasks where training data is particularly challenging, costly,
sensitive, or time-consuming to procure, it‘s important to develop models
that can learn optimal solutions from less examples (i.e. one or zero-shot
learning). When training on small data sets, challenges include over fitting,
difficulties in handling outliers, differences in the data distribution between
training and test. An alternative approach is to improve learning of a new
task by transferring knowledge a machine learning model acquired from a
previous task using processes collectively referred to as transfer learning

5. Hardware for training and inference
A major catalyst for progress in AI is the repurposing of graphics
processing units (GPUs) for training large neural network models.
Unlike central processing unit (CPUs) that compute in a sequential
fashion, GPUs offer a massively parallel architecture that can handle
multiple tasks concurrently.
6. Simulation environments
As discussed earlier, generating training data for AI systems is often
challenging. What‘s more, AI‘s must generalize to many situations if
they‘re to be useful to us in the real world. As such, developing
digital environments that simulate the physics and behaviour of the
real world will provide us with test beds to measure and train an
AI‘s general intelligence.
Applications: Learning to drive; manufacturing; industrial design;
game development; smart cities.

RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS /
LSTMS

Each rectangle is a vector and arrows represent functions (e.g. matrix multiply). Input
vectors are in red, output vectors are in blue and green vectors hold the RNN's state
(more on this soon). From left to right: (1) Vanilla mode of processing without RNN,
from fixed-sized input to fixed-sized output (e.g. image classification). (2) Sequence
output (e.g. image captioning takes an image and outputs a sentence of
words). (3) Sequence input (e.g. sentiment analysis where a given sentence is
classified as expressing positive or negative sentiment). (4) Sequence input and
sequence output (e.g. Machine Translation: an RNN reads a sentence in English and
then outputs a sentence in French). (5) Synced sequence input and output (e.g. video
classification where we wish to label each frame of the video). Notice that in every
case are no pre-specified constraints on the lengths sequences because the recurrent
transformation (green) is fixed and can be applied as many times as we like. Source
Andrej Karpathy

Source Colah‘s blog

ACTIVE LEARNING

What is Active Learning? Active learning (sometimes called
―query learning‖ or ―optimal experimental design‖ in the
statistics literature) is a subfield of machine learning and,
more generally, artificial intelligence. The key hypothesis is
that if the learning algorithm is allowed to choose the data
from which it learns—to be ―curious,‖ if you will—it will
perform better with less training. Why is this a desirable
property for learning algorithms to have? Consider that, for
any supervised learning system to perform well, it must
often be trained on hundreds (even thousands) of labelled
instances.
Users highlight entities or relations of interest in text, such
as person and organization names, or whether a person
works for a particular organization.

http://burrsettles.com/pub/settles.activelearning.pdf

TRANSFER LEARNING

http://sebastianruder.com/transfer-learning/

Objective is to build an offline and simplified alternative to
Google‘s Cloud Vision API where our Android device can detect
and recognize objects from an image (or directly from the
camera input).
• create an Android app that can recognize video-game
characters.
Source: http://nilhcem.com/android/custom-tensorflow-classifier
•

•

Currently, the TensorFlow sample uses ―Inception‖, a model pretrained to detect 1000 objects from ImageNet 2012 Challenge
image dataset.

•

We are going to transfer learning, which means we are starting
with a model that has been already trained on another problem.
We will then be retraining it on a similar problem. Deep learning
from scratch can take days, but transfer learning can be done in
short order.

Image and example source: Yoshua Bengio book – Deep Learning

1. Gather lots of images
Inception works well with a various set of images (at least
30 images, more is better). A quick way to download
multiple images at once is to search something on Google
Images, and use a Chrome extension for batch download.

2. Retrain the model to learn from your images
Now that we have all our images, we will retrain the
model.

We can use a docker container to have an already set
up TensorFlow environment:

Source:
cloud/

http://machinethink.net/blog/machine-learning-device-or-

Conclusion (a.k.a. why would we need that?)
• you saw something completely useless: using deep
learning to classify video game characters,
• you could create a robot that changes its behaviour
and its way of talking according to who‘s in front of it
(a child / an adult).
• You can use deep learning algorithm to identify skin
cancer, or detect defective pieces and automatically
stop a production line as soon as possible.
• Why not even create a sign language recognizer?
Have fun!
• Note that this works on the mobile device(transfer
learning)

TensorFlow Mobile
TensorFlow was designed with mobile and embedded platforms
in mind. We have sample code and build support you can try
now for these platforms:Android
iOS
Raspberry Pi
Mobile TensorFlow makes sense when there is a poor or
missing network connection, or where sending continuous data
to a server would be too expensive. We are working to help
developers make lean mobile apps using TensorFlow, both by
continuing to reduce the code footprint, and
supporting quantization and lower precision arithmetic that
reduce model size.
https://www.tensorflow.org/mobile/

Cucumbers from Makoto's farm and ones from
retail stores

https://cloud.google.com/blog/big-data/2016/08/how-a-japanese-cucumber-farmer-is-using-deep-learning-and-tensorflow

• About one year ago, a former embedded systems
designer from the Japanese automobile industry
named Makoto Koike started helping out at his
parents‘ cucumber farm, and was amazed by the
amount of work it takes to sort cucumbers by size,
shape, color and other attributes.
• Straight and thick cucumbers with a vivid color and
lots of prickles are considered premium grade and
command much higher prices on the market.
• But Makoto learned very quickly that sorting
cucumbers is as hard and tricky as actually growing
them. "Each cucumber has different color, shape,
quality and freshness," Makoto says.

"The sorting work is not an easy task to learn. You have
to look at not only the size and thickness, but also the
color, texture, small scratches, whether or not they are
crooked and whether they have prickles. It takes
months to learn the system and you can't just hire
part-time workers during the busiest period. I myself
only recently learned to sort cucumbers well,” Makoto
said.

Distorted or crooked cucumbers are ranked as lowquality product

Makoto Koike, center, with his parents at
the family cucumber farm

"When I saw the Google's AlphaGo, I realized something really
serious is happening here,‖ said Makoto. ―That was the trigger for
me to start developing the cucumber sorter with deep learning
technology."
Using deep learning for image recognition allows a computer to
learn from a training data set what the important "features" of
the images are. By using a hierarchy of numerous artificial
neurons, deep learning can automatically classify images with a
high degree of accuracy.

Cucumber sorting system design
Here's a systems diagram of the cucumber sorter that Makoto
built. The system uses Raspberry Pi 3 as the main controller to
take images of the cucumbers with a camera, and in a first phase,
runs a small-scale neural network on TensorFlow to detect
whether or not the image is of a cucumber. It then forwards the
image to a larger TensorFlow neural network running on a Linux
server to perform a more detailed classification.

Systems diagram of the cucumber sorter

Makoto used the sample TensorFlow code Deep MNIST for Experts
with minor modifications to the convolution, pooling and last
layers, changing the network design to adapt to the pixel format
of cucumber images and the number of cucumber classes.
Here's Makoto‘s cucumber sorter, which went live in July:

Here's a close-up of the sorting arm, and the camera interface:

Pushing the limits of deep learning
One of the current challenges with deep learning is that
you need to have a large number of training datasets.
To train the model, Makoto spent about three months
taking 7,000 pictures of cucumbers sorted by his
mother, but it‘s probably not enough.
"When I did a validation with the test images, the
recognition accuracy exceeded 95%. But if you apply
the system with real use cases, the accuracy drops
down to about 70%. I suspect the neural network
model has the issue of "overfitting" (the phenomenon in
neural network where the model is trained to fit only to
the small training dataset) because of the insufficient
number of training images."

The second challenge of deep learning is that it consumes
a lot of computing power. The current sorter uses a typical
Windows desktop PC to train the neural network model.
Although it converts the cucumber image into 80 x 80
pixel low-resolution images, it still takes two to three days
to complete training the model with 7,000 images.
"Even with this low-res image, the system can only
classify a cucumber based on its shape, length and level
of distortion. It can't recognize color, texture, scratches
and prickles,‖ Makoto explained. Increasing image
resolution by zooming into the cucumber would result in
much higher accuracy, but would also increase the
training time significantly.

METHODOLOGY FOR SOLVING AI
AND IOT PROBLEMS

Problem statement and Scope
The problem statement is the most important part of your project. This
should define the scope in context of the dataset(s) that you have access
to.
∙Define the problem statement narrowly with as much detail as possible
∙Define the quantity you are trying to predict or classify
∙Outline the impact ex if Air pollution is decreased by X .. it helps to
improve respiratory diseases by Y
∙Outline all the causes of the problem even if you are not considering them
in your experiment – ex causes of air pollution from weather related
conditions which may be excluded from your study
∙Define your problem in context of
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method

a

wider

scientific

approach

The big picture - Overall steps
Overall steps for an analytics report
Note that these steps are iterative
1. Overview
Problem Statement

∙

Objective and Scope of the Project

∙

Data Sources

∙

Tools and Techniques

∙

Limitations

∙

2. Data Description and Preparation
Data Management

∙

Data Table

∙

Data Quality

∙

Data Preparations

∙

3. Exploratory Data Analysis
Histogram & Box Plots

∙

Seasonality Analysis

∙

Correlation Matrix and Analysis

∙

4. Predictive Model Development
Multiple Linear Regression & Neural Network Models & Results

∙

Validation

∙

Conclusion

∙

Recommendations

∙

Analytics approach
Data extraction from Primary Data source as well as secondary data
sources
∙

Data quality check

∙

Data cleaning and data preparation

∙

Study each of the variables by exploring the data

∙

Study the variables for its relevance for the study

∙

Identifying Y variable(s).

∙

Performing Univariate analysis for all variables

∙

Division of data into train and test

∙

Model Development

∙

Final Model

∙

Model Validation & Model Validation on Test

∙

Intervention Strategies and recommendations

∙

AI problems
∙Deep Learning
∙Automatic feature engineering
∙Video and Image problems
∙Many layers vs. less layers

∙Use Other techniques in conjunction
∙Non linear relationships between inputs and outputs

∙
∙
∙

∙
∙
∙
∙

∙
∙
∙
∙

Increasingly the need for Systems engineering AI
Problems are Complex, hierarchical and non linear
Relationship between variables may be hierarchical and difficult
to spot
Mathematical function mapping inputs to outputs is unknown
May provide a Blackbox(not easy to explain the output)
Parameter selection requires experimentation
How many hidden layers? Hidden layers can be seen a feature
detectors. Hence, more the layers .. in theory .. the more
hidden (hierarchical) features you can identify(in theory!). In
practice, this is trial and error
You will often experiment with multiple ML and DL models i.e.
DL is part of the picture.
The volume of data
The throughput i.e. rate
What is the current state of the art of the prediction

Data Science for IoT problems
∙The volume of data
∙The throughput i.e. rate
∙What is the current state of the art of the prediction
∙Most likely a Time series problem or an Image detection problem
∙Hence, if you use DL Modelling it‘s LSTMs
∙Also possibly Multivariate time series
∙CEP(Complex event processing)
∙Edge processing
∙Possible implementation on one platform(for edge)
∙Hardware acceleration
∙Unique considerations for feature engineering
∙Some problems could be solved by using Time series databases
∙Consumer IoT vs. Industrial IoT
∙Data Ingestion Requirements and a comparison of Data ingestion frameworks
∙IoT Data ingestion with Kafka
∙Exploratory statistics(ex Clustering), Descriptive(Sliding window, central tendency),
Inferential(summarization) , Predictive techniques for Time series/IoT data

Edge computing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCSHBMTGNLUXpaUVE/view?usp=sharing
Hardware acceleration
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCOGFyZzhuSWZPRkE/view?usp=sharing
IoT feature engineering
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCWjQxZmNlVXpxY28/view?usp=sharing
Complex Event Processing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCMnlVaVBubk1wOHM/view?usp=sharing
Time series
http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pmc/section4/pmc4.htm
Corelations between time series
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/133155/how-to-use-pearson-correlationcorrectly-with-time-series

Time series data analysis
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCZ29hR3NsS3BzSGM/view?usp=sharing
Time series feature selection
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCNTZrRHJoRlJ2bGs/view
Time series databases
https://blog.timescale.com/time-series-data-why-and-how-to-use-a-relational-databaseinstead-of-nosql-d0cd6975e87c
https://blog.timescale.com/when-boring-is-awesome-building-a-scalable-time-seriesdatabase-on-postgresql-2900ea453ee2
Knowledge discovery from Time series
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCdk5DemYwTjRDQm8/view?usp=sharing

IoT components
a) where? Edge / streaming / nosql
b) Platforms Hardware(one of Jetson, Pi, mbed)
c) Distributed models
d) Digital twin
e) Temporal feature extraction
Possible Modules are
a) Configuration
b) Data loading and feature engineering
c) Modelling (LSTMs)
d) Evaluation
e) Visualization
f) CEP(Complex event processing)
g) Edge processing
h) Possible implementation on one platform(for edge)
i) Multivariate time series

References for methodology section
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/10/complete-study-of-factorscontributing-to-air-pollution/
https://www.kaggle.com/pmarcelino/comprehensive-data-exploration-withpython

THE NEED FOR A SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING APPROACH

Data Science – The need for a Systems Engineering approach
The discipline of Systems Engineering originated at Bell Labs in the 1940s
and was popularized by the deployment of complex programs in the
Military and at NASA
As per the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE),
“Systems Engineering is an engineering discipline whose responsibility is
creating and executing an interdisciplinary process to ensure that the
customer and stakeholder's needs are satisfied in a high quality,
trustworthy, cost efficient and schedule compliant manner throughout a
system's entire life cycle. ”

Systems engineering covers aspects such as: Interdisciplinary
functions,
End to end management , Complex systems,
lifecycle management, formal Requirements engineering,
reliability, logistics etc. Systems Engineering also takes a
‘System of Systems’ approach. Systems engineering
problems are solved using the following steps: (as per
INCOSE): State the problem, Investigate Alternatives, Model
the system,
Integrate, Launch
the system, Assess
performance, Re-evaluate. They often also involve working
with systems patterns as part of the basic ideas of
systems thinking.
So, how do these ideas relate to Data Science? As Data
Science becomes more complex, the nature of the problem
requires a more holistic approach/systems thinking approach.
This applies especially to areas like Deep Learning

The need for systems thinking in Data Science
Here are two examples of the use of Systems thinking in Data
Science
1)

Machine Learning plays only a small part in real

world applications
In the paper Hidden

Technical

Debt in Machine

Learning

Systems, a team from Google says that only a small fraction
of real-world ML systems is composed of the ML code, as
shown by the small black box in the middle. The required
surrounding infrastructure is vast and complex.

The paper goes on to say
•

ML systems are complex because they have all the problems

of maintaining traditional code in addition to a set of ML specific

issues.
•

Complex Models Erode Boundaries Unfortunately, it is difficult

to enforce strict abstraction boundaries for machine learning systems
by prescribing specific intended behavior. Indeed, ML is required in
exactly those cases when the desired behavior cannot be effectively
expressed in software logic without dependency on external data.
•

Map-Reduce is a poor abstraction for iterative ML algorithms.

•

Data Testing, Reproducibility and Process Management

add to the complexity of ML systems

all

2) tensorlayer
tensorlayer is a new, open source initiative that addresses
the

growing

complexity

of

deploying

Learning models end to end.

real-world

Deep

TensorLayer: A Versatile

Library for Efficient Deep Learning Development addresses
a number of Systems Engineering

The tensorlayer architecture is as below

As you can see, Machine learning is only one component. If you
consider an end to end (systems engineering) approach
tensorlayer provides four modules :

-

(1) A layer module that

provides reference implementation of neuron layers which can be
flexibly interconnected to architect neural networks, (2) A model
module that can help manage the intermediate

states incurred

throughout a model life-cycle, (3) A dataset module that manages
training data which
learning

can be used by both offline and online

systems, and (4) A workflow module that supports

asynchronous scheduling and failure recovery for concurrent
training jobs.

This overcomes the problem of growing interactivity in Deep
Learning where developers have to spend many cycles on
integrating

components

for

experimenting

neural

networks,

managing intermediate training states, organizing training-related
data, and enabling hyper- parameter tuning in responses to varied
events. This makes deployment of integrated applications like
DRLs,

GANs,

model

optimization easier

cross-validation

and

hyper

parameter

TENSORFLOW AND KERAS
IMPLEMENTATION
THIS SECTION PARTLY ADAPTED FROM BOOK DEEP LEARNING WITH KERAS CODE SOURCE
HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/PACKTPUBLISHING/DEEP-LEARNING-WITH-KERAS

Installation:
https://docs.continuum.io/anaconda/install/
https://www.tensorflow.org/install/
https://www.tensorflow.org/install/install_linux#InstallingNativePip
$ sudo apt-get install python-pip python-dev # for Python
2.7
https://keras.io/#installation
sudo pip install keras

weighted inputs based on their synaptic interconnection in
artificial neural network.

Architecture of Artificial Neural Networks
A typical neural network contains a large number of artificial
neurons called units arranged in a series of layers.
In typical artificial neural network, comprises different layers
-

A real example — recognizing handwritten digits
•we will build a network that can recognize handwritten numbers.
•For achieving this goal, we use MNIST (for more information, refer to

http://yann.lecun.com – MNIST is like the hello world of Deep Learning
/exdb/mnist/),
•a database of handwritten digits made up of a training set of 60,000
examples and a test set of 10,000 examples.
•The training examples are annotated by humans with the correct
answer.
•For instance, if the handwritten digit is the number three, then

three is simply the label associated with that example.

One-hot encoding — OHE
A process to transform categorical (non-numerical) features
into numerical variables. For instance, the categorical feature
digit with the value d in [0-9] can be encoded into a binary
vector with 10 positions, which always has 0 value, except

the d-th position where a 1 is present.

https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners

Each image is 28 pixels by 28 pixels. We can interpret this as
a big array of numbers. We can flatten this array into a
vector of 28x28 = 784 numbers.

https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners

We thus have a tensor (an n-dimensional array) with a shape
of [55000, 784]. The first dimension is an index into the list
of images and the second dimension is the index for each
pixel in each image. Each entry in the tensor is a pixel
intensity between 0 and 1, for a particular pixel in a
particular image.

https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners

https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners
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